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the plane of the circle. Taking the figure of Art. 55, let OA = a, OP = r, we then have
a sin <^> = rsin^    w2 — %ur cos 6 + r2 — a2 = 0 ...... (1);
where 0 = OPJ2, u = PR. When P is outside the circle both the values of u given by the quadratic are positive and represent geometrically the distances PQ, PR; these we distinguish as ultuz. When P is inside the circle the geometrical distances are — Wj and us.
The   elementary  masses   at  Q,  R   being   mu: d!0/cos <j>   and mw2 c£0/eos </>, the potential V of the whole ring at an external-
pointis       Tr.--,       _a
when P is inside we write — u: for wx; we notice that when /c is an even integer, the same formula represents the potential whether P is internal or external. The value of /S^ may be deduced from the quadratic, thus $0 = 2, Si = 2r cos ^/(r5 - a2).
The limits of the integral are different according as P is outside or inside the circle. When P is outside, <£ varies from 0 to ^-TT and sin 6 from 0 to a/r, the final result being doubled. When P is inside, 6 varies from 0 to JTT and sin $ from 0 to r/a, the final result being doubled. To simplify the limits we express the integral V in terms of <f> or 9 according as P is outside or inside.
Representing these potentials by F/ and VK, we have after using (1)
F,_ 2m   [     fle-aacty          TT- =  2m   f      ^-2 ^^<9
" ""/c-1 J (r2- a2 sin- ^'       *""«-! J (a2 - r2 sin2 (9)^
the limits in both integrals being 0 to JTT. When the law of force is the inverse square,
V — {      4ma<i(/>           "P" — f       4*mad0
2 ~" J (r'2-a2sm^)^      2"" J (a2 - r2 sin'2 #>v *
When the law of force is the inverse cube we find for an external point (using (1))
XT' — [ mad$> 2r cos 6 _ 3 "" J ^cos^ r2 - a2 = r2 -
The potential at an internal point may be deduced from the general expression for FK, if we remember to write — u^ for ult It follows however at once from the expression for IV by using the rule of inversion (Art. 171). We write a2/^ for r and

